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From the President/Editor
William Meintel, BTS Newsletter Editor

First things first –
you may have
noticed that you did
receive a Winter
2010 Newsletter.
This was due to a
combination of
delays, so in the
interest of getting
things back on track I made the decision to combine the content of the
Winter issue with this one.
A lot has happened since my last
column. At the AdCom meeting in
Alexandria, Va. in October, elections were held to fill the positions
of BTS president and vice-president
for the next two years. The result of
the election is that Bill Hayes and I
have switched positions. I was elected president, while Bill was elected
vice-president. I have a really tough
act to follow.

Bill Hayes who has been an outstanding president for the past four
years was not eligible for another term.
I am, however, grateful that Bill has
agreed to continue his involvement in
the BTS leadership. I am also thankful that Bill’s employer, Iowa Public
Television (IPTV), is so supportive of
BTS. They have been very generous
with Bill’s time, which in turn has allowed him to be significantly involved
in BTS.
BTS owes Bill and IPTV many
thanks for the progress and success
our society has achieved over the past
four years. I believe Bill’s leadership
has greatly increased BTS visibility and
respect around the world, and more
importantly increased the value of BTS
membership. In addition, Bill is also a
great delegator, not just for his ability
to get people to take on a job but also
continued on page 2
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Gr e e t i ng s B T S
members!
As I close out
my term as the
President of the
Society, I have
been giving a
lot of thought to
what has happened in the last four years. I have
heard some folks proclaim that there
is a wireless revolution going on
around the world. The global marketplace is being flooded with wireless
Web-enabled devices that let us consume media whenever we want and

where ever we are. The humble cellular telephone which could arguably
be considered the force that started
the revolution has evolved and transformed until it has become a wireless
micro-computer capable of instantaneous audio/video communication.
As a matter of fact, despite the huge
growth in sales of “smart phones,” the
actual number and duration of classic
voice phone calls has been dropping
for quite some time. The consumers want reliable, high-quality, bidirectional video and audio communication. They want to use the same
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From the President/Editor continued from page 1
in finding the right people for the jobs
and then letting them run with them.
As I assume the presidency of BTS
I plan to continue the great course
that Bill Hayes has charted and to lean
on him to help keep the BTS ship on
that course. BTS will continue its educational efforts through symposiums,
tutorials and the other initiatives. Likewise BTS will continue its outreach
to other organizations throughout the
world, as well as to societies within
IEEE with which we share common
interests. This outreach will likely focus on forming partnerships in various
educational ventures including symposiums, courses and the like that would
be mutually beneficial to all parties as
well as in the standards setting area.
The issue that my becoming president
raises is who will be the editor of the
Newsletter. Since becoming president in
January I have held both positions. That
was made possible by the great support
that I have received from the IEEE staff
and especially from Ted Kuligowski and
Jennifer Barbato. However, in the long
term this arrangement may not in the
best interest of the Society or the Newsletter. At the very least I will be looking
to add some additional support; therefore, if anyone is interested in becoming
involved please let me know.
The issue of support has also become more critical as my long time right
hand man with the Newsletter, Ted Kuligowski, has had to step aside due to

Newsletter Deadlines
The BTS Newsletter welcomes contributions from every member. Please forward
materials you would like included to the
editor at wmeintel@computer.org. Here
are our deadlines for upcoming issues:
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some health issues. Although, Ted is
now doing well and on the mend he
feels that he can no longer be counted
on to handle the load. His support will
be sorely missed, but I greatly appreciate his stepping up when I really need
help with the Newsletter. Thanks to
Ted we have come a long way since
I first became editor eight years ago.
Many thanks, Ted and we wish you
well and look forward to hearing from
you for years to come.
Becoming society president and
loosing Ted were big events for me
but then in February our Sr. Society
Administrator Kathy Colabaugh announced that she was leaving BTS to

become Sr. Administrator for the Robotics & Automation Society. In that
Robotics & Automation is much larger
than BTS, this is a big opportunity for
Kathy to advance within IEEE and we
wish her much success in her new position. Although Kathy moved to her
new position in late February, she has
been able to help out at BTS and will
be given time to train her successor.
On the other hand finding a replacement that even comes close to
matching Kathy’s ability and willingness to take charge and get things accomplished is a tall order. As I am sure
continued on page 11

Outgoing President’s continued from page 1
devices to watch “television,” listen to
music, surf the Web and chat (via text
or video) with their friends and family.
All of this through the bold new technology associated with sending electronic signals wirelessly through the
air. Wait a minute, isn’t sending electronic signals wirelessly through the
air what we have been doing for more
than a century?
Maybe what we’re seeing here isn’t
a “wireless revolution” but rather an
evolution. What has evolved then? A
few things come to mind. Although
audio/video content really hasn’t
changed, technological improvements

have made the capture and transmission different. We capture and transmit the content digitally now. The
selection of wireless distribution technologies has also expanded with cellular, satellite and Wi-Fi joining traditional terrestrial broadcasting as a way
to reach consumers. The real evolution
though is in the receivers. The receivers got smaller while their capabilities increased making it possible for
a single device to do multiple tasks.
While this was going on, the consumers evolved as well and they started
continued on page 11
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BTS AdCom Elects President and
Vice President Effective 01 January 2011
On 19 October 2010, the BTS AdCom
voted in a new president, Bill Meintel
and vice president Bill Hayes, effective
01 January 2011. Our Society expresses
its deep thanks and appreciation to
former President Hayes and Vice President Meintel for providing outstanding
dedication, leadership and guidance
for advancing the mission and goals of
the IEEE Broadcast Technology Society
during the past four years.

William Meintel
IEEE BTS President 2011
Meintel, Sgrignoli and Wallace
Consultants
Warrenton, VA
Bill Meintel holds an electrical engineering degree and has more than 40
years experience in the communications field. After graduation, Bill was
employed by the Federal Communication Commission, first as a field engineer and then in the Media Bureau’s
Policy and Rules Division. There, Bill
directed the development of several
major computer modeling projects
associated with spectrum utilization
and planning related to broadcasting.

He entered private practice in 1989
and has been heavily involved in technical consulting, computer modeling
and spectrum planning for the broadcast industry. He was extensively
engaged in spectrum planning for digital television in both the United States
and internationally. Currently Bill is a
partner in the consulting firm of
Meintel, Sgrignoli and Wallace.
Bill has been a member of the IEEE
Broadcast Technology Society for the
past 21 years where he previously
served two terms as a Member-at-Large
on the AdCom as well as Editor of the
BTS Newsletter since 2003. He is also a
member of the Engineering Honor Society Tau Beta Pi.

William T. Hayes
IEEE BTS Vice President 2011
Director of Engineering and Technology
Iowa Public Television
I received a bachelor’s degree in
com munications in 1977. I have
worked in broadcasting since 1973 in
both radio and television. I have
planned and constructed two start-up

full power television stations. I have
extensive experience in planning,
design and the construction of all facets of a television station. I am currently responsible for the planning
and development of all technology
projects at Iowa Public Television,
including RF transmission facilities
and st udio or igi nation faci lities
throughout the Iowa. In addition to
my position at IPTV, I am also an
author for TV Technology, a leading
technical magazine. I am also the vicepresident and junior past president of
the IEEE Broadcast Technology Society. I am the recipient of the Society of
Broadcasting Engineers Educator of
the Year award for 2008. I am active in
future broadcast planning on the
national level and serve on a number
of committees developing standards
for emerging technologies such as
hybrid television, mobile digital television and 3D television. I am a member
of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
the Society of Broadcast Engineers
and the Society of Cable Television
Engineers.

Three BTS Members Elevated to
IEEE Fellow Grade, Class of 2011
The BTS is proud to announce the
elevation of three BTS members to the
grade of Fellow effective 01 January
2011. They are:
• Yoshihro Fujita, Japan
• Shipeng Li, China
• Yu-Dong Yao, United States
The grade of IEEE Fellow recognizes
unusual distinction in the profession
and is conferred by the Board of Directors upon a person with an extraordinary record of accomplishments in any
of the IEEE fields of interest. The ac-
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complishments that are being honored
shall have contributed importantly
to the advancement or application of
engineering, science and technology,
bringing the realization of significant
value to society.
The IEEE Fellows are an elite group
from around the globe. The IEEE looks
to the Fellows for guidance and leadership as the world of electrical and electronic technology continues to evolve.
The total number selected in any one
year does not exceed one-tenth of one
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percent of the total voting Institute
membership.
The IEEE Broadcast Technology Society extends its heartiest congratulations to the three BTS Fellows elevted
to Fellow for the Class of 2011. Following are their citations and bios.

Yoshihiro Fujita
Ehime University
Matsuyama,Ehime,Japan
for contributions to imaging systems
for high- resolution television
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Yoshihiro Fujita is
currently a Professor at Ehime University. From 1976
to 2 011 he h ad
b e e n w it h N H K
(Japan Broadcasting
Cor poration). He
conducted research
on advanced imaging systems for
HDTV and ultra-high definition TV
(UHDTV) at NHK Science and Technology Research Laboratories (NHK
STRL). He developed prototype compact HDTV CCD cameras and also
protot ype four- chip cameras for
UHDTV. He has enhanced the development of practical HDTV broadcasting and has also contributed to the
development of the UHDTV broadcasting system technology that will
emerge in the years ahead.
He is a fellow of ITEJ (Institute of
Television Engineers Japan) and he is
currently serving as Chair of the IEEE
BTS Japan Chapter.
Yoshihiro Fujita received his Ba.Sc.
and PH.D. degrees in 1976 and 1998 respectively from the University of Tokyo
Dr. Shipeng Li has been with Microsoft Research Asia since May 1999
where he is a Principal Researcher

and Research Area
M a n ager. H i s
research interests
include multimedia
processing, retrieval, coding; streaming and mobility.
From Oct. 1996 to
May 1999, Dr. Li was
with Sarnoff Corporation as a Member
of Technical Staff. He has authored and
co-authored five books or book chapters, as well as more than 200 journal
and conference papers and holds more
than 90 patents. Dr. Li received Ph.D.
degree from Lehigh University in 1996,
and M.S. and B.S. degrees from University of Science and Technology of
China in 1991 and 1988, respectively.
Yu-Dong Yao has
been with Stevens
Institute of Technology, Hoboken,
N.J. since 2000 and
is currently a professor and department director of
electrical and computer engineering. He is also a director of Stevens’ Wireless Information
Systems Engineering Laboratory
(WISELAB). Previously, from 1989

and 1990, he was at Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada, as a Research
Associate working on mobile radio
communications. From 1990 to 1994,
he was with Spar Aerospace Ltd.,
Montreal, Canada, where he was
involved in research on satellite communications. From 1994 to 2000, he
was with Qualcomm Inc., San Diego,
Calif., where he participated in
research and development in wireless
code-division multiple-access
(CDMA) systems.
He holds one Chinese patent and
13 U.S. patents. His research interests include wireless communications
and networks, spread spectrum and
CDMA, antenna arrays and beamforming, cognitive and software defined radio (CSDR), and digital signal
processing for wireless systems. Dr.
Yao was an associate editor of IEEE
Communications Letters and IEEE
Transactions on Vehicular Technology, and an Editor of IEEE Transactions
on Wireless Communications. He received the B.Eng. and M.Eng. degrees
from Nanjing University of Posts and
Telecommunications, Nanjing, China,
in 1982 and 1985, respectively, and
the Ph.D. degree from Southeast University, Nanjing, China, in 1988, all in
electrical engineering.

Members Elected to Adcom
For the 2011–2013 Term
In accordance with the IEEE BTS
Constitution, the BTS Administrative
Committee (AdCom) consists of 15
elected voting members-at-large, five
of whom are elected for three-year
terms each year from the Society
membership.
The BTS welcomes and extends
its heartiest congratulations to the
five newly elected AdCom Membersat-Large, serving the term 2011–2013.
They are:
Ben Dawson
Hatfield & Dawson Consulting
Engineers, USA
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David Layer
NAB, USA
Wayne Luplow
VP Zenith R&D Lab, LG Electronics,
USA
Bill Miller
Principal, Miltag Media Technology
Jian Song
Tsinghua University, China
Benjamin F. Dawson III
Ben Dawson is the managing partner
of Hatfield & Dawson Consulting Engineers, in Seattle, Wash. The firm is well
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known for its broadc a st eng i neer i ng
work, but also performs communicat io n s a n d r ad io
engineering work
for industry, government, public safety,
and the military.
Dawson was educated at Harvard
College, Portland State University and
the University of Washington, and is a
Registered Professional Electrical Engineer in Washington State and California. He is a senior member of the IEEE
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and is on the Administrative Committee
of the Broadcast Technology Society of
the IEEE. He is a member of the Association of Federal Communications
Consulting Engineers, and of the Society of American Military Engineers. He
has published numerous papers, primarily on medium wave antenna engineering matters. He has designed and
implemented dozens of new or rebuilt
medium wave antennas throughout
North America and the world, at power
levels as high as two MW as well as
many other broadcasting and communications facilities at frequencies from
VLF to microwave.
David H. Layer
David L ayer is
S e n io r D i r e c to r,
Advanced Engineering in NAB’s
Science & Technolog y Depar tment.
D av id h a s b e e n
with NAB since 1995, and has been
very active in the radio standards setting area. He is the primary NAB staff
person on the National Radio Systems
Committee (NRSC), a technical standards setting body co-sponsored by
NAB and the Consumer Electronics
Association.
David’s duties within NAB are varied and broad. He provides technical
expertise to NAB’s Government Relations and Legal departments on regulatory and legislative matters which
pertain to the broadcasting industry.
Currently, one of his most important
regulatory-related activities is in the
area of digital radio systems and the
updating of technical standards and
FCC rules to reflect recent changes,
including the operation of FM digital
radio at elevated power levels and new
AM digital radio operational modes
designed to reduce host analog interference. David is also the Radio Subcommittee Chair of NAB’s FASTROAD
Technology Advocacy program and
has served as program manager for numerous FASTROAD projects.
David is actively involved in NAB’s
technical conference planning and
technical publication activities, and has
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been an author and contributing author
for numerous technical publications,
including IEEE Spectrum magazine
the McGraw-Hill Yearbook of Science
and Technology, and both the 9th and
10th editions of the NAB Engineering
Handbook. David is the principal author of NAB’s weekly Radio TechCheck
newsletter which is a member publication covering timely radio broadcasting-related technical topics, and a
frequent author of the companion TV
TechCheck newsletter for NAB’s TV
members.
Wayne C. Luplow
V P Z e n it h R & D
Lab, LG Electronics
USA, Inc.
Lincolnshire, Illinois, USA Wayne
Luplow holds a
BSEE from the University of Wisconsin, and an MSEE from
the University of Pennsylvania. Wayne
has had 48 years experience in the
television industry. He led the Zenith
team that developed the ATSC digital
TV 8-VSB transmission system. His
current Zenith responsibilities include
the establishment and deployment of
the ATSC A/153 in-band Mobile TV
(MDTV) system.
He has been a member of the Advanced Television Systems Committee
board of directors since 1988 and recently served as chair of that Board.
He is also chair of the Video Systems
Committee (R4.0) and past-chair of the
Technology Standards Council (TSC)
of the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA). He currently serves as cochair of the FCC’s Advisory Committee
on Accessibility of Video Programming (VPAAC).
He has published and contributed
numerous technical papers for the IEEE
Transactions on Consumer Electronics,
IEEE Spectrum, NAB, SMPTE, NCTA,
MSTV, and CEA/EIA. He has been a
member of the IEEE Consumer Electronics Society’s Administrative Committee since 1970 and has served as Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE Transactions
on Consumer Electronics from 1975
thru 2010. He is a co-recipient of the
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prestigious 2006 IEEE Masaru Ibuka
Consumer Electronics Award.
Mr. Luplow is a Life-Fellow of the
IEEE.
William C. Miller
is Principal of Miltag
Media Technology,
LLC, a consultancy
specializing in
technical standards
for television and
related industries.
He has been a broadcaster for more
than 30 years, and has been actively
i nvolved i n t he development of
television standards for more than
20 years.
In addition to serving on the IEEE
BTS AdCom, Mr. Miller is currently
Chair of the New York Chapter of BTS.
He is also Secretary of the IEEE Tappan Zee Subsection and a member of
the New York Section’s ExCom. He is a
Member of IEEE.
Mr. Miller is a Fellow of SMPTE and
was awarded the Society’s Progress
Medal in 2002. He was Engineering
Vice-President of SMPTE from 1996
to 2001, and currently serves on the
Society’s Standards Committee, all of
its Television Technology Committees
and its Board of Editors. He is currently Chairman of SMPTE’s New York
Section.
Mr. Miller was Chairman of ATSC’s
Technology and Standards Group
(TSG) from 2005 to 2007. Prior to that,
he was Chairman of ATSC’ s Specialist
Group on Audio and Video Coding.
Mr. Miller has been a speaker and
session chair at many technical conferences, including the annual BTS
Broadcast Symposium, the NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference and the
SMPTE Annual Conference, as well as
at local IEEE and SMPTE meetings. He
received an Emmy for his contributions
to ABC’s coverage of the 1988 Winter
Olympics.
Dr. Jian Song received his B.Eng and
PhD degrees from Electronic Engineering Department, Tsinghua University,
China in 1990 and 1995, respectively.
He conducted Postdoctoral research
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work in The Chinese
University of Hong
Kong and University
of Waterloo, Canada
in 1996 and 1997, respectively. He was
with the Advance
Development Group
of Hughes Network Systems in the
United States for seven years before
joining the faculty team in Tsinghua in
2005 as a full professor. He is the director of DTV technology R&D Center and
the deputy chairman of the Electronic
Engineering Department. His center is
one of the major technical contributors

for the Chinese digital terrestrial television broadcasting standard.
Dr. Song is senior member of IEEE
and has been very active in serving
the BTS community. He now serves
as associate editor of IEEE Transaction on Broadcasting and member of
BTS AdCom. He became a member of
the IEEE BTS Beijing Chapter after it
was founded in 2007. He has served
as a technical committee member at
several conferences, presenting talks
and serving as a panalist. Dr. Song also
has strong ties with industry, and now
serves on the Communications Technologies Domain Advisory Committee

of Hong Kong Applied Science and
Technology Research Institute.
Dr. Song’s primary research interest
is in the physical layer transmissions
and he has been working in different
areas, such as fiber-optic, satellite and
wireless communications, as well as
the powerline communications (PLC).
His current research interest is in the
area of digital TV broadcasting, including terrestrial transmission protocol/
standards and network convergence.
Dr. Song has published more than
80 peer-reviewed journal and conference papers, holds two U.S. and 11
Chinese patents.

BTS Distinguished Lecturer Program
By Rich Chernock, Chair, (rchernock@TriveniDigital.com)

The IEEE Broadcast Technology Society Distinguished Lecturer (DL) program is now entering its second year.
The DL program provides a resource
for the BTS chapters—serving the
needs of the members of the BT Society to enhance their professional
knowledge and vitality by keeping
them informed of the latest research
results and their practical applications.
This program is intended to support
BTS chapter meetings, not to provide
speakers for BTS conferences, regional
conventions, university seminars, or
trade shows. BTS maintains a list of
nine available DLs (with up to three
year terms). All of the DLs in this program are well-respected in the field
and have considerable experience in
presenting technical information.
Since inception of the DL program,
15 lectures have taken place at BTS
chapter meetings at multiple locations in the United States, Canada,
China and Spain, with more in planning for 2011.
The DL process is described at
the following Web page: http://www.
ieee.org/organizations/society/bt/
dlprogram.html. In short, BTS Chapter
Chairs can see a list of available DLs,
the lecture topics that each can provide and the geographical area that
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each will cover. Currently, worldwide
BTS chapter support can be provided.
Funding is available through BTS to
support these visits (with some limitations). All BTS chapter chairs are
encouraged to take advantage of this
resource. There is a limitation to the
number of DLP talks each DL may give
in a year, so please plan early.
To keep the program fresh, each
DL serves for a specific period (two,
three or four years). At the end of 2011,
the two-year periods will expire, creating the opportunity to propose new
lecturers (of course, those DLs who’s
terms expire can apply again). If you
are interested in becoming a Distinguished Lecturer or would like to propose someone else, please contact me
to start the process.
The current list of DLs (and their
lecture topics) is as follows:
• Dave Bancroft: reference monitoring
for broadcast production in the flat
panel era, comparing image characteristics of television cameras with
different optical formats and sensor
architectures
• Lap-Pui Chau: source and channel
rate allocation techniques for digital
video transmission applications,
multi-program video coding for digital video broadcasting applications
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• Rich Chernock: DTV technology
tutorials, DTV monitoring, ATSC
mobile television
• Matt Goldman: broadcast television
analog turn-off, advances in video
compression technology for contribution and distribution, MPEG-2 technology, MPEG-4 AVC technology
• David Layer: digital radio, digital TV,
broadcast regulatory and legislative
issues
• Gary Sgrignoli: transmission and
reception of 8-VSB DTV transmissions
• Valentino Trainotti: AM low and
medium frequency transmitting
antennas, transmitting antennas for
FM and TV broadcasting in VHF
and UHF bands
• Xianbin Wang: robust system design
for multimedia broadcasting Services under distributed transmission
networks, emerging technology and
new applications for ATSC DTV
Systems
• Hsiao-Chun Wu: digital transmission
and signal processing in broad-band
multimedia communications, transmitter identification for digital video
broadcasting
• Yiyan Wu: broadband multimedia
transmission and processing, digital
television engineering
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Engineers Call on Congress To Support
Investments In Research and Development
IEEE members from across the country, representing their respective states
traveled to Washington, D.C. to
express their appreciation to Congress
for the recent appropriation actions
spending bill and American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act for needed
research and development projects,
including the emergency band allocation. They also came to support passage of the re-authorization of the
American COMPETES legislation that
continues a strong growth for the
National Science Foundation, U.S.
Department of Energy, and National
Institute of Standards and Technology.
Chirag Warty, BTS member, joined
with more than 300 scientists, engineers and business leaders who
made visits to Capitol Hill as part of
the 15th “Congressional Visits Day,”
an annual event sponsored by the
S c ience - E ng i ne er i ng-Tech nolog y
Work Group on 28–29 April 2010. This
year the congressional members, Senate members and their staffs met with
IEEE members on 6–7 April 2011, to
discuss science, engineering and technology partnerships between government, universities and issues relating
to vital functioning of the technology
sector.
During the visits to congressional offices, Chirag Warty and others discussed
the importance of the nation’s broad
portfolio of investments in science, engineering and technology in promoting
our country’s prosperity and innovation. Most importantly, they provided
a constituent perspective on the local
and national impact of these programs
and their significance to California and
neighboring states. Warty also spoke
about the re-allocation of the frequency
band that was recovered from digitizing the analog TV broadcasting band
and the role of Federal Communication Commission in distributing allocations within the emergency broadcast
band in accordance with the Project 25
(P25). Band allocation in the audio and
video spectrum is likely to shape the
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(L-R) Dr. Elena Strange, Leah Russin (aide to senator Dianne Feinstein),
Dr. Shantaram Vasikarla and Chirag Warty.

There was a presentation of the George E. Brown Award for outstanding leadership
in support of Federal R&D to Representatives David Wu and Representative Ralph
Hall. Both are Members of the House Science Committee.

Some of the members of the IEEE group that visited Washington
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future of broadcasting and multimedia,
which accounts for the majority of media coverage in the country. Warty also
placed great emphasis on how effectively managing broadcast technology
can help stabilize situations in times of
national emergencies.
More than 50 percent of all industrial innovation and growth in the
United States since World War II can
be attributed to advances pioneered
through scientific research, with publicly funded R&D the vital foundation
for today’s scientific and technological
progress. Achievements from federally
funded science, engineering and technology include digital broadcasting systems, global environmental monitoring, lasers, liquid crystal displays, the
Internet, among many other scientific
and technical advances.
The federal government supports a
unique research and education enterprise that fuels the American economy.
This enterprise provides the underpinning of high-technology industries
and expands the frontiers of knowledge in every field of science. Much
of this research is carried out at academic institutions across the country,
ensuring knowledge transfer to future
generations of scientists, engineers,
mathematicians, physicians and teachers. Additionally, technology transfer
from academic research adds billions
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of dollars to the economy each year
and supports tens of thousands of jobs
Mr. Michael Hermann, an aide to
Congressman Waxman (Dem. Calif.),
said that FCC was very interested in
optimum utilization of the emergency
band and that delays in the auction are
due to cautious steps adopted by the
FCC to best serve the public. He was
also interested in how academia and
the technical community can act as a
resource during bandwidth planning
and allocation.
Highlights of the two-day event included a series of briefings and talks
by Members of Congress and Executive Branch officials, including Kei
Koizumi, assistant director for Federal
R&D the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy; Patrick
Clemins, director, AAAS R&D Budget
and Policy Program; Dixon Butler,
Majority staff assistant, Commerce,
Justice, Science and Related Agencies
Subcommittee, House Appropriations
Committee; and Dr. Tom Baer , executive director of the Stanford Photonics
Research Institute.
There was also a presentation of
the George E. Brown Award for outstanding leadership in support of Federal R&D to Representatives David Wu
and Ralph Hall. Both are Members of
the House Science Committee. They
were recognized for outstanding ef-
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forts to advance and promote science,
engineering and technology on Capitol
Hill. CVD participants had a breakfast
meeting with Representative Vernon
Ehlers. The attendees then visited their
senators and representatives.
The Science-Engineering-Technology Work Group is an information network comprising professional, scientific,
and engineering societies, institutions of
higher learning, and trade associations.
The sponsors represent more than one
million researchers and professionals
in science and engineering. The Work
Group is concerned about the future vitality of the U.S. science, mathematics,
and engineering enterprise.
Warty, pointed out that uncertain
research funding presents special
concerns for students in completing
their studies and launching their careers in the areas related to telecommunication and broadcasting, saying
that. “these are uncertain times and
we are faced with difficult choices
about whether to continue in the field
of academic research or to choose a
different path.”
Additional information concerning the 2010 Congressional Visits Day
can be found at on the Web at: www.
setcvd.org

Biography
Chirag Warty is currently a graduate
student at University of California Los
Angeles. He has been an associate member for the IEEE and holds positions on
several IEEE study groups and in IEEE
societies. He has been a consultant for
several projects, in India and also in the
United States. He has perused academic
degrees in India and the United States
in wireless and Telecommunication arenas and several graduate certificates in
communications and signal processing
from Stanford, Cornell, UCLA, UC
Berkeley.
For More Information Contact:
Chirag Warty
662-202-5725
chiragwarty@ieee.org
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BTS Argentina Chapter Report
By Valentin Trainotti, Chair

Below is a listing of the 2010 Chapter activities conducted by the IEEE BTS Argentina Chapter. The Chapter had a very successful series of meetings during 2010. It intends to continue with an active BT Chapter program in 2011 serving the educational and professional development of its member and broadcast engineers.

May 3
Meeting BT 01
BTS Argentina Chapter
Officer Meeting

July 15
Presentation BT 04
“3D Television Signal Transmissions”
Eng: Horacio Mazzitelli

September 9
Presentation BT 07
“Optical Network Introduction”
Eng. Eduardo Schmidberg

May 28
Presentation BT 02
“Digital Television Measurements”
Eng, Rodrigo Admir Vaz

September 2
Presentation BT 05
“Hybrid Network Content Security”
Eng. Gustavo Lerner

October 7
Presentation BT 08
“High Capacity Optical Network and
Advanced Technologies”
Eng. Eduardo Schmidberg

June 24
Presentation BT 03
“Interactive Digital Television”
Eng. Javier Bonini and
Hernan Cabral

September 6
Meeting BT 06
BTS Argentina Chapter
Officer Meeting

December 6
Annual BT Chapter Election
IEEE Argentina Section Officers and
Member Dinner

Russia Northwest BTS,
ComSoc and CES Joint Chapter Report
By Dmitry Tkachenko, Chair

The Chapter participated in the 12th
International Conference CSTB 2010
in the framework of the exhibition
CSTB 2010 (Moscow, Exhibition Center “Crocus Expo”, 2 – 4 Febr uar y
2010). The conference was organized
by MIDEXPO company in association
with IBC and other organizations. A
total of 79 papers were delivered at
the conference.
Chapter representative Prof. Konstantin Glasman took part in the meeting of the IEEE Consumer Electronics
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Society Chapter Chairs that was held in
the framework of ISCE 2010 Symposium
in Braunschweig, Germany on 9 June
2010.
The Chapter took part in organizing the 10th International Conference
on Next Generation Wired/Wireless
Advanced Networking NEW2AN 2010
(St.Petersburg, 23–25 August 2010). A
total of 44 papers were delivered at the
conference.
The Chapter was a technical cosponsor for International Congress
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on Ultra Modern Telecommunications and Control Systems ICUMT
2010 that was held in Moscow on
18–20 October 2010. The conference was organized by SPIIRAS (an
institute of Russian Academy of Sciences), St.Petersburg University of
Telecommunications and Tampere
University of Technology (Finland)
and other organizations. About 200
technical papers were delivered at
the conference by speakers from
49 countries.
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Technical Meeting of the IEEE BTS Seoul Chapter
By Prof. Yong Han Kim, Member, University of Seoul,
Chair of IEEE BTS Seoul Chapter as of the meeting date

On 16 March 2011, The IEEE BTS Seoul
Chapter conducted its first technical
meeting for 2011 at Hanyang University
in Seoul, Korea. The meeting was composed of two parts: 1) an IEEE BTS
Chapter meeting for the purpose of
electing a new chair, vice-chair, and
secretary and 2) the presentation two
technical seminars sponsored by the
IEEE Broadcast Technology Society
under its Distinguished Lecturer (DL)
Program. Dr. Richard Chernock, one of
the IEEE BTS distinguished lecturers
and the chair of the DL program committee, presented seminars on ATSC
Mobile DTV and DTV monitoring. Thirty-four persons from business, academia and the student body attended
the meeting. The local cost of the seminar was funded by the Korean Society
of Broadcast Engineers (KSoBE) and
the seminar venue was provided by
Hanyang University.
The first part of the meeting
resulted in Prof. Byeungwoo Jeon
(Sungkyunkwan University), Prof.
Jong-il Park (Hanyang University), and
Prof. Yongduek Seo (Sogang University) being selected as the new chair,
the vice-chair, and the secretary,
respectively.

In his “ATSC DTV Mobile” seminar,
Dr. Chernock presented a high-level
overview of the ATSC standard for
Mobile DTV: A/153 and the changes
needed to add Mobile DTV capabilities
to an existing station, including issues
such as workflow (both scheduling
and metadata management), viewing
habits, content considerations, adding interactive services, and service
protection. The presentation provided
in-depth technical explanations of the
standard, as Dr. Chernock was one of
the key persons involved in the standardization process. After the formal
presentation, Dr. Chernock answered
questions from the audience, providing
a much deeper understanding of the
standard.
In “DTV Monitoring” seminar, Dr.
Chernock presented the approaches and
strategies for applying distributed monitoring to the broadcast architectures.
Based on his many years of industry
experience, he emphasized appropriate
care in ensuring that monitoring systems do not produce an overwhelming
number of alarms (most for unimportant non-compliance to DTV standards),
which tend to obscure any real problems that might exist.

After the seminars, some of key
members of the IEEE BTS Seoul Chapter had their pictures taken with Dr.
Chernock
Dr. Chernock is currently chief technology officer at Triveni Digital–an LG
Electronics Company. In that position,
he develops strategic directions for monitoring, content distribution and metadata management for emerging digital
television systems and infrastructures.
Previously, he was a research staff member at IBM Research, investigating digital
broadcast technologies. He is active in
many of the ATSC and SCTE standards
committees, particularly in the areas of
Mobile DTV, monitoring, metadata, and
data broadcast. He is chairman of the
Technology Standards Group (TSG) and
chairs the Non-Real-Time Services and
Mobile/Handheld management layer activities within ATSC. He is a major participant in the SCTE HMS video monitoring activity. He is also the Distinguished
Lecturer Chair for IEEE BTS. In another
life, he used transmission electron microscopy to study materials characteristics for advanced ceramics packaging
and semiconductor technology at IBM.
His ScD was from MIT in the field of
nuclear materials engineering.

(L-R) Mr. Se-Hoon Son (Pixtree, Inc.), Dr. Yong-Tae Lee (ETRI), Dr. Young-Woo Suh (KBS), Prof. Sangwoon Lee (Namseoul
University), Dr. Rich Chernock (Triveni Digital, IEEE BTS Distinguished Lecturer), Prof. Yong Han Kim (University of Seoul,
IEEE BTS Seoul Chapter Chair), Prof. Jong-il Park (Hanyang University), Dr. Sung-Hoon Kim (ETRI)
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Outgoing President’s continued from page 2
carrying their receivers with them and
expecting these devices to work wherever they stopped. Then the consumers said “why should I have to stop,”
and now we see people traversing the
earth with their attentions clearly focused on their devices.
So what part does broadcasting and
therefore the IEEE Broadcast Technology Society have to play in all of this?
Well as I stated earlier, we are the society of wireless distribution and the
experts in the field. As a society we
know more about the sending broadband multimedia content through the
air than anyone else and if you look at
the wireless industries’ business plans,
that is what they want to do. Our role
in the “wireless revolution” is now, the
same as it was when Guglielmo Marconi, Nikola Tesla, Oliver Lodge and
many other, working from the research
done by Heinrich Hertz, developed
wireless telegraphy, which lead to radio and then television. Now that was
a wireless revolution.
On a more personal note, what will
my role be in BTS now that I am no
longer President? Well it is not my intention to fade away. I will continue to

represent the BTS at the IBC in Amsterdam. I will continue to be the BTS
representative on the Board of Governors of the IEEE Technology Management Council. I am also looking
forward to my new dual role as the
Junior Past President and the current
Vice-President of the BTS. By the time
this column is published, I will have
represented the BTS at the 2011 China
Content Broadcasting Network Conference (22–25 March) in Beijing, China. I
suspect that my plate will continue to
be quite full.
In closing I would like to share
something a little more personal. I
have on several occasions been involved in conversations about the
“digital revolution” and the “wireless
revolution” where I have offered counter arguments to some of the claims
made about the benefits of the new
technologies. I have actually been
told that I sound a bit like a Luddite.
For those of you unfamiliar with the
term, the Luddities were a group of artisans in the nineteenth century who
protested against mechanization and
the Industrial Revolution (there’s that
word again). Today it more commonly

means to be opposed to new technologies. Having been an engineer for my
entire career, I find it humorous that I
would be perceived as being opposed
to new technologies. In my broadcast
career I have been the alpha test site
for quite a few new technologies. Although at times being the first adopter
is painful, I have always enjoyed the
opportunity to learn and contribute.
I enjoy developing and implementing
new technologies. Typically when I am
offering a counter argument, it is not
against the technology as much as it is
against the claims being made about
the technology. Maybe the fact that I
am also a musician contributes to my
seeing a counter view. Technologies in
and of themselves are neither good nor
bad; they are merely tools to be used. I
think there is an obligation to not only
make sure the technology works but
that the consumer knows how to properly use it.
I welcome your views about new
technologies and consumers.
Bill Hayes
Vice President
Hayes@iptv.org

From the President/Editor (continued from page 2)
my predecessor will confirm, much
of the success that BTS has achieved
over the past few years would not have
been possible without the hard work
and take charge attitude that Kathy
brought to the job.
The position for BTS senior administrator was posted, and candidates were
interviewed with the resulting selection
of Lisa Wisser for the position.
Of course even with all these changes
happening, the BTS continues to function. The BTS sponsored Annual Broadband Multimedia Systems and Broadcast-
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ing Symposium (BMSB) which was held
8–10 June in Nuremberg, Germany. The
next event is the 61st Annual IEEE Broadcast Symposium 19–21 Oct. 2011 at the
Westin Alexandria, Alexandria, Va. Both
are great events and I would strongly
recommend that you consider attending.
They are great places to see old friends,
network, and at the same time hear
about technical advances and issues that
affect our industry. Please check out the
announcements for these events in this
issue as well as other interesting articles
and reports from our chapters.
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I welcome your feedback and recommendations for topics or articles for
the Newsletter and as society president
about issues affecting BTS in general.
Also as mentioned above, I am looking
to add some additional support to the
Newsletter staff; therefore, if anyone
is interested in becoming involved,
please contact me.

Bill Meintel
Editor
wmeintel@computer.org
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Gerald A. Berman
A BTS Profile
By Guy Bouchard, BTS Adcom member, CBC/Radio-Canada New Technologies

When I was asked to prepare the profile of a BTS Adcom member, the first
name that came to mind was Jerry Berman, the man who encouraged me in
IEEE’s BTS, Actually both Jerry, and his
wife, Florence made such an impression that I couldn’t help but join BTS.
Jerry grew up in Miami, Fla. From
his youth, he was always interested in
electronics, especially radio. He built
crystal sets, one and two tube sets, and
puttered around with radios in general,
taking them apart and sometimes getting them back together.
Jerry attended a technical high
school where he studied radio communications. The objective of the course
was to prepare students for an FCC license. In his senior year he passed the
FCC test and received a First Class Radio Telephone license.
Tech High was primarily a trade
school intended for students not necessarily planning to attend college. The
school offered programs in auto repair,
diesel mechanics, refrigeration, electricity, commercial art, radio repair, and
the like. Due to his overwhelming interest in electronics he persisted at and
graduated in 1951.
In the late 40’s and early 50’s the
University of Miami offered a scholarship to the most deserving student
from each of the Miami high schools.
Jerry received the one awarded to a
Tech High student. The school didn’t
offer any regular math classes beyond
algebra and trigonometry because
there were no students who wanted
to take them, and the curriculum was
pretty limited. To prepare for the University, the principal tutored a special
class in geometry just for Jerry.
In his senior year, Jerry got a parttime job at a radio station in Miami
Beach.( a 1 kW daytime AM station). At
that time, an FCC license holder was required to be on duty at all times.) The
job involved monitoring the transmitter parameters, and generally keeping
things neat and clean. The chief engi-
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Gerald A. Berman

neer took care of most of the maintenance. The job paid the lofty sum of 50
cents an hour, which was a tidy sum for
a high school student in those days.
Jerry worked at the station while
he attended college. (He reported that
he did get raises!) During his employment the station format changed three
times. It started as a “good” music station, was sold and became countrywestern, then was sold again and adopted a rhythm and blues format. His
shift often began at sunup where he
was responsible for turning on the
transmitter and tuning it if necessary.
Frequently, Jerry was the only person
in the station, with the announcers and
“talent” coming in later in the day. Accordingly, the responsibility of running
the audio board, playing commercials
and announcing the music, and sometimes reading the news, was Jerry’s. He
admitted that he never really made it to
“radio personality status.”
Jerry was a semi-professional musician. When he was a youngster, his
parents insisted that he learn to play an
instrument. He was given the choice
of piano or accordion, as in his parents, logic, either instruments could be
played solo and didn’t need accompanyment. There were no electronic key-
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boards in those days, so the accordion
was chosen for its portability.
Jerry became a very proficient musician and during high school and college landed plenty of paying gigs, especially at hotels on Miami Beach. This
income, along with the lofty earnings
from the radio station, provided spending money for dates and other important activities.
During the time the radio station
format was country-western, Jerry often played accordion on the air with
country singers and guitar players,
both in the studio and at remote sites.
A station engineer was needed at the
remotes to set up the equipment and
to establish a link back to the studio
and Jerry filled this role as well.
When the station switched its format to rhythm and blues, Jerry ran a
remote from a church every Sunday,
and on weekdays, when working the
sunup shift, he played and announced
gospel music.
Jerry received a BS in electrical
engineering from the University of
Miami in 1955. He enjoyed academic
life, and decided to continue his education at Louisiana State University,
completing his MSEE requirements
there in 1957.
“I took my accordion with me and
often played for social events and shows
at the University. One especially memorable occasion was performing as a
strolling accordionist in an opera produced by the LSU music department.”
He also worked as an engineer at
LSU’s radio station, a very low power
operation that basically just served the
campus. He also did some announcing
at the station.
After receiving his master’s degree,
Jerry still wasn’t ready to abandon the
academic life. He returned to his old
alma mater, the University of Miami as
an electrical engineering instructor. He
taught a variety of subjects but really
preferred electronics and especially radio engineering.
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Jerry was with the University of Miami for some 10 years, with the exception of a stint in industry for about
one year where he was involved in
the design of various electronic devices. In the meantime he studied for
and passed the exam for Professional
Engineer in the State of Florida. Even
with the PE, it became apparent that a
career as a university professor would
be very limited without a doctorate, so
in 1966 Jerry took a leave of absence
and enrolled in a newly established
Doctor of Engineering program at the
University of Detroit.
Jerry was given a teaching job in
the EE department as an instructor to
help defray the costs of going to school
and raising a family. With a good bit
of hard work, in 1968 he became the
first person to graduate from UD with
a doctoral degree in this new program.
He was still a tenured professor at the
University of Miami and was preparing
to return when UD made him an offer
he found difficult to resist.
“After much discussion with my wife
and kids we decided to stay and take
up permanent residence in Detroit. Until we went to Detroit my kids had never
seen snow! It was a major decision but
one that turned out to provide us with
some of the best years of our lives.”
So Jerry was with the University of
Detroit for about 11 years, eventually
becoming chairman of the EE department. In the early 70’s after more than
20 years in academia,another challenge
was waiting for him. He took a sabbatical (way before it was fashionable to
do so, maybe he started the trend…)
and joined the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) where he was recruited to
become part of a program involved in
developing national criteria and methodologies for accrediting testing laboratories. In those years there was a
great deal of interest in the quality and
efficacy of testing that stemmed from
major issues related to faulty testing
of insulation products for homes. His
knowledge of laboratories and laboratory procedures in general made him
an ideal candidate for the job. Testing
procedures for insulation products, and
eventually many other, products was a
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far cry from his beloved electronics,
but many of the stringent methodologies, quality controls and record keeping applied.
“After my sabbatical year was up,
NBS asked if I would stay and head the
program. Again, it was a difficult decision and after much consultation with
my family I left academia and became
a government bureaucrat!”
Meantime, NBS changed its name
and mission, becoming the National
Institute of Standards and Technology’
After a few very satisfying years
Jerry had the opportunity to return
to his first love of radio broadcasting as he became the chief of the
Voice of America’s (VOA’s) engineering planning division. Under Jerry,
the division was tasked to determine
the facilities needed to provide reliable signals into “denied” areas of the
world. Jerry stayed at VOA until his
retirement in 1995.

After all, what is retirement
meant for…Action
During his years at VOA and continuing
into retirement, Jerry became active in
IEEE/BTS. First serving on the Adcom,
chairing the annual symposia and eventually becoming Society president.
Under Dr. Berman’s leadership, the Society branched out to better encompass
the emerging technologies and successfully began to offer highly appreciated
“tutorial” sessions at NAB and IBC.
Fashionable membership booths at both
venues were set-up, long before BTS
became a partial owner of IBC.
“My wife, Florence, who passed
away a few years ago, was of great help
in supporting my efforts. She was a constant companion in the membership
booths and in many cases did better
than me in recruiting new members.
She had a way of shaming people into
joining: ‘…you call yourself a broadcast
engineer and you are not a member of
IEEE/BTS? Shame on you.’ It worked almost every time! They joined!’’
I couldn’t resist Florence so I did join
the IEEE BTS…I have to admit she was
very persuasive, she is was the type of
person that could probably sell a fridge
to an Eskimo.
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As Jerry explains it: “Florence got
really involved the first year we had a
membership booth in Amsterdam. I had
rented chairs and a desk for the booth
and had the VOA ship a bunch of materials that I got from IEEE. The stuff
included literature, magazines, books
and trinkets that I could give away.”
“The materials hadn’t arrived; the
booth was empty except for the sparse
furniture; and I was running all over
trying to find out where the signs and
literature were. The folks at IBC were
kind enough to make a sign for me, but
otherwise we were lost. I called Florence at the hotel and asked her to come
over and “man” the booth while I tried
to find our materials. I gave her a fast
rundown on IEEE and the Society and
turned her loose.”
“Unfortunately, the VOA made a
mistake and shipped our stuff to the
U.S. Embassy in a diplomatic pouch
and we couldn’t get it until the last day
of the show.”
“Florence, by her education and
training, was a family and marriage
counsellor. People would come by the
booth to see what we were all about.
She’d tell them about the Society and
try to get them to sign up. Often during
their visit some would complain about
something or other. Florence, being astute would often help with a word of encouragement. I guess word got around
and pretty soon she had people dropping in for therapy! That got us a lot of
members too!”
Jerry and Florence were married for
nearly 48 years and had two children
and five grandsons..
“My daughter Bonnie and her husband Kevin live in Pennsylvania just
outside of Philadelphia. Her son Ryan
is completing an MBA at Ohio State
and Brandon is a sophomore majoring in mathematics at the University of
Michigan.”
“My son Mark and his wife Diane
live in Potomac Maryland. Their sons
Jacob, Joseph and Joshua are six,
10 and 14 respectively. As any grandfather will say, they are geniuses as well.”
According to Jerry, one of the most
rewarding things he did during his career was to coordinate and teach two
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short courses for a non-profit organization, the United States Telecommunications Training Institute (USTTI).
The VOA and BTS are sponsors of
these courses, which are offered tuition-free to qualified engineers from
developing countries. The courses
are respectively “New Technologies
in Broadcasting” and “Basics of Radio
and TV Studio design.”

Jerry has done this for some 27
years, having been tapped to develop
the courses while working at VOA due
to his teaching background. Some 600
participants from nearly every developing country in the world, running the
alphabet from Albania to Zambia, have
been trained so far.
Retired since 1995, Jerry lives in Leisure World, a senior retirement com-

munity in Maryland. He spends the
winter in Florida, and has a special
friend who shares his life.
In days where personal/professional
life balance is one of the hottest challenges today’s engineer are facing, writing the story of Jerry, the international
stature engineer and Jerry, the person,
seemed like a breath of fresh air from
whom we can all learn lessons.

The Evolution of the Transmitter Power Supply
(or how you gonna put ‘em on the air, when there’s no DC?)
By James E. O’Neal

Ever since a young Henrich Hertz began
constructing the scores of electrochemical cells needed to power the world’s
first radio transmitter in the 1880s,
designers have sought out better and
more efficient ways of providing the
required voltage sources for transmitters.
Today, it’s not that big a deal—you
just hang some diodes on the output of
a power transformer, add some electrolytic caps and maybe a choke or two if
you want to be fancy, a pre-packaged
regulator, and you’re in business. Actually, the power supply of a modern
radio transmitter is probably one of
the most reliable parts of the whole
machine. Nobody gives them much
thought at all anymore.
But it wasn’t always that easy.
The history of the lowly transmitter
power supply—from its humble (and
sometimes complicated) beginnings to
the compact, quiet, cool-running, and
efficient package of today—is full of
interesting twists and turns.
Hertz’s primitive battery was sufficient to power the spark oscillator he
constructed to prove out Maxwell’s
equations, and this set the scene for
everything that was to follow.
Following on the footsteps of Hertz,
Guglielmo Marconi began experimenting with “low power” transmitters,
and finally he reckoned it was time to
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scale things up and perhaps put wireless technology on a paying basis. He
was responsible for the first really “big”
transmitter, which was completed in
1901 in Marconi’s first attempt to span
the Atlantic by radio. And as did many
future engineers, he ran into some
power supply problems. Ambrose Fleming had been hired as a consultant to
help with the design and construction
of the large transmitter needed, with
Fleming designing a “double-decker”
spark oscillator powered by an AC generator. And as with most new technology, things didn’t work that well right
out of the box. Fleming’s notes indicate
that some amount of time was spent in
experimenting with circuit configurations to try and optimize performance.
He went for a true “smoke test” on at
least one occasion, noting that “large
resonance effects” were suffered by the
alternator, with its windings smoking
from the RF being fed back into it.
Fast-forwarding a few years to Marconi’s commercial radio service between Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, Canada and Glace Bay, Ireland, a hybrid
DC generator/storage battery configuration replaced the earlier alternator as
a power source. This consisted of three
series-connected 5,000 volt generators
connected to a storage battery made
up of 6,000 two-volt cells, each rated at
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40 Amp/hrs. The fully charged batteries alone could power the spark transmitter for quite some time, as the total
capacity was approximately 500 kWh
at 12,000 volts of very pure DC.

In 1924, transmitter designer Loy
Barton used a mixture of power
sources: in this case a motor-generator
set for plate voltage, a battery for bias,
and a conventional AC step-down
transformer to light tube filaments.
However, hum problems forced him
to replace the transformer with
another motor-generator set to
supply DC to the filaments.
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However, that was “spark” and as
such, didn’t have much entertainment
value for the general public. AM transmitter technology began to evolve for
transmitting speech and music, and
with it came additional requirements
for direct current power.

AM Radio
T he Poulsen arc or “arc-phone”
transmitter was the earliest device
that could be used to modulate a
carrier with speech and music in a
practical manner. Charles Herrold in
1909 used arc technology to become
the first broadcaster on the West
Coast. It’s reported that Herrold met
the high-current DC demands of his
t ran sm it ter, and keep operat i ng
costs down, by “borrowing” power
from a 500 Volt streetcar catenary
that was conveniently located near
his station.1
When the broadcasting craze broke
in the early 1920s, many individuals were vying to get a station on the
air, and as “old-line” radio transmitter
companies didn’t exist, this led to some
unusual designs (and sometimes very
steep learning curves).
One of the biggest problems was in
powering those first generation broadcast rigs. Notwithstanding the DC plate
potential needed for the RF power,
high current DC was also needed for
filament power, as virtually all tubes
then were designed with DC filaments.
Providing pure hum-free DC was a
real challenge.
As a work-around, at least one
early station ran its transmitter strictly
on storage battery power—KJBS in
San Francisco. The station even made
on-air announcements plugging the
Willard Storage Battery Company. 2

Rectifiers With Lots
of Moving Parts
One of the most intuitive and welldeveloped methodologies for converting AC to DC was via rotating
machinery—motor-generator sets. An
AC motor of suitable size was coupled
to one or more DC generators to provide plate, grid and/or filament
voltages. Only a minor amount of filter-
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ing was required,
and “stock” units
could generally
supply the DC
power requirements of very
early broadcast
transmitters.
Actually,
the
motor-generator
set became the de
facto standard for
delivering transmitter DC in the
decade of the
1920s and on into
These motor-generator sets powered the
the 1930s. IniUniversity of Arkansas’s KUOA for several years. They
were located in the basement of the school’s “Old Main”
tially, stock units
building, with the transmitter situated four stories above
designed for other
and feeding a roof-top antenna.
applications (typically
electrified
light railway service) were grafted into
Blakenbuehler also expressed contransmitter power supplies. However,
cern over the effect of minute voltage
as transmitter size (power) increased,
changes on transmitter frequency stacatalog motor-generators were no lonbility. At that time, many transmitters
ger adequate and at least one manuconsisted of little more than a power
facturer created a special division to
oscillator stage and modulator. There
supply transmitter manufacturers and
was no crystal control to keep things
individuals constructing their own rigs.
steady, and slight changes in plate poThis was necessary, as the motortential could cause frequency shifts (as
generator sets developed for streetcar
could the change in capacitance due to
and interurban rail lines rarely required
the station’s flat-top or cage antenna
potentials above 1,500 Volts. By the
being blown about by the wind).
mid to late 1920s, transmitter builders
“Generators with poor regulation
were demanding machines that could
have been known to vary the signal
deliver upwards of 18,000 Volts.
frequency so much as to cause the
Motor-generators for radio service
reception by a heterodyne receiver
were special in other ways too. While
to be very difficult,” Blakenbuehler
some amount of ripple current didn’t
cautioned, in an obvious pitch to
bother the light rail industry, even a
tout the superiority of his company’s
slight amount of voltage perturbation
products.
could cause problems in transmitters.
The very high output voltages
“If the generator does not commuand output stability necessitated a
tate without sparks, these sparks will
complete redesign of existing motorcause pulsations in the voltage, which
generator products, with some of the
will also produce audible sounds in
Westinghouse devices for broadcast
the transmitter,” noted Westinghouse
service requiring six miles of wire for
engineer J.H. Blakenbuehler observed
the armature of a four-pole generator,
in a detailed article on his company’s
and an additional two miles for the
work in producing motor-generators
field coils.
for radio work. “Those pulsations proFactory testing methods for these
ducing the most annoying sounds have
high-voltage motor-generators had to
frequencies between 500 and 2,000
be modified too. According to Blakcycles per second, with probably the
enbuehler, ordinary carbon resistor
most distressing tone occurring at 1,100
loads used for testing lower voltage
cycles per second.”3
generators proved too expensive and
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As the size of broadcast transmitters grew, some installations resembled power
generating stations due to the widespread use of motor-generator sets for
providing DC voltages. This photo shows part of the equipment room associated
with WOWO’s first 50 kW transmitter, which was constructed in the late 1920s.
(Curiously, the station never operated it beyond 10 kW, only going to 50 kW
operation in 1954 with a much more modern transmitter.)

Water rheostats were used as a load
for testing high voltage DC generators
intended for radio transmitter duty.
This Westinghouse device actually
“burned” water in normal operation.
The flame at the top is due to the
spontaneous recombination of
hydrogen and oxygen generated by
the electrolysis effect on the
water being pumped into the
unit during operation.

Conquering AC Hum

Perhaps the most famous transmitter using motor-generator sets was the WLW
500,000 Watt machine which went on the air in 1934. Three 1,500 amp devices
were used to power the filaments.

unsafe, so another type of load had
to be developed—the water barrel
rheostat.
This device (shown in figure four)
was essentially a hollow porcelain
tube, with an electrode (anode) positioned inside. The other electrode
was a stream of water (probably made
conductive by addition of a weak acid
solution) that was connected to the
generator’s negative terminal. Water
flowed into the tube, completing the
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circuit and presenting a load to the
generator.
Blakenbuehler noted a “peculiar”
phenomenon experienced when such a
load was tried with very high voltages.
“The current density at the cathode
was evidently so high as to decompose
the water into hydrogen and oxygen
which recombined in a flame at the
surface of the water.”
The “burning water” is very evident
in the supplied photograph.
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In 1924, radio pioneer Loy Barton
became a motor generator customer,
specifying a motor-generator set for
the plate supply of the 500 Watt
broadcast transmitter he designed and
constructed as part of the requirements for an advanced degree at the
University of Arkansas.
His thesis reflected difficulties with
powering the school station’s transmitter, primarily AC hum problems.
Barton was so perplexed that he
wrote engineers at most of the stations
on the air then to find out if they had
hum problems and how they licked
them. The consensus was that if hum
was to be avoided, in addition to pure
DC for plate potentials, transmitter
tube filaments also needed fairly pure
DC. (Of the 70 stations polled by Barton, approximately 50 responded, with
the overwhelming majority saying they
had to resort to DC for lighting filaments.) Barton reasoned that the hum
occurred due to a very slight physical
movement of the large filament structure in power tubes at a 60 cycle per
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Dr. Ralph W. Goddard, dean of the
engineering school at New Mexico
A&M in Las Cruces founded radio
station KOB. He initially “piggybacked” transmitter high voltage DC
from motor-generator sets in a college
engineering lab before acquiring
dedicated units for the station.
Goddard became a martyr to early
transmitter engineers, when he was
accidentally electrocuted by the
station’s high voltage motor-generator
devices in late 1929.

second rate, thus creating hum modulation of the signal.
Barton initially tried several schemes
to null the hum component, but none
proved really satisfactory and he eventually ordered a 15 volt/100 amp motor-generator set for transmitter filament power.

Radio Station or
Power House?
As broadcasters opted for higher and
higher transmitter powers, Westinghouse and other suppliers of broadcast-type motor-generator sets were
kept busy churning out new designs
to meet the requirements of the larger
tubes being employed. In viewing
photos of installations from that era,
some station transmitter facilities
looked more like electrical power stations than broadcast operations.
One of the most famous of these
was WLW. The station’s 1934 makeover
into a 500,000 Watt facility initially required 20 of the huge UV-862 100,000
Watt tubes, each with filament require-
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These motor-generators supplied power for KOB. A station control room window
provided a view of their operation. The station’s sponsor, Dr. Ralph Goddard was
killed in the generator room, apparently as he performed a routine generator
brush seating procedure.

ments of 207 amps at 33 volts DC.
At the time of construction, the only
practical way to supply the 4,140 amps
necessary was with a motor-generator
set. WLW actually had three 1,500 amp.
monsters—each driven by an 85 HP
motor—installed in the basement directly under the transmitter. They were
paralleled together with copper bus
bars resembling small HVAC ducts.

Dangerous Power
One of the more infamous radio transmitter motor-generator installations
was in Las Cruces, N.M. at KOB, when
it was part of then-New Mexico A&M
College (now New Mexico State
University). The station was founded
in 1919 as 5XD by Dr. Ralph W. Goddard, who became the dean of the
school’s engineering department, and
also played a pivotal role in the station’s growth and development. By
1929, KOB had developed into a 10
kW operation, and had FRC permission to jump to 20 kW. Goddard was
heavily involved in the design of the
radio apparatus in use, and relied on
motor generators for the transmitter’s
DC voltages, using series connected
units (with frames elevated above
ground) to achieve the necessary plate
potential. It’s reported that he watched
over this early incantation of KOB like
a mother hen, and kept a special
wooden yardstick for whacking generator brushes to make sure that they
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were properly seated. Ordinarily,
southwestern New Mexico is quite
arid, but on one particular day in late
1929, humidity levels were much higher than normal—so much so that the
concrete floor of the outdoor generator room was damp, as were the soles
of Goddard’s shoes and his favorite
yardstick. During a routine check of
the generator room in the early afternoon of Dec. 30, Goddard tapped
brushes of the 20,000 volt machine for
the last time. The jolt he received was
instantly fatal. Without his nurturing
presence, support for the station
waned and it was eventually moved to
Albuquerque and later sold off to
commercial interests. It has been in
Albuquerque since 1932 and today
operates as KKOB.4

An ‘Empty-Space’
Alternative
Rotating machinery and its upkeep
requirements didn’t appeal to some
transmitter designers. General Electric
engineers had their own ideas about
developing high voltage DC and borrowed technology developed by GE as
an offshoot of William Coolidge’s
research on hot cathode X-ray tubes.5
This was the Kenotron high vacuum
rectifier. (The word “Kenotron” was
“Greco-Schenectady” nomenclature,
which borrowed from the Greek
words for “empty space” and “appliance.”) The Kenotron was initially
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touted as a means for creating highvoltage DC for X-ray tubes and electrostatic precipitators, but found its
way into several transmitter power
supplies.
The Kenotron really wasn’t the perfect answer for broadcast transmitter
applications, as it was intended for very
high-voltage/fairly low-current applications, and had a significant internal
voltage drop. To provide the necessary
plate current for even moderately sized
transmitters, multiple Kenotrons had
to be paralleled together. Evidence of
this comes from the photograph of Chicago’s WENR early transmitter installation shown in figure 3. A total of 18
type UV-214 Kenotrons can be counted
in the “bay” between the clock and
far wall. Existing documentation mentions that they were connected in a sixphase double “Y” configuration.6 (Several other Kenotrons are also visible in
the photo.) All of the tubes pictured
are equipped with water-cooling coils.
The internal voltage drop was so great
as to require cooling for the Kenotrons,
adding to the overall complexity of the
transmitter.

Pounds of Mercury
Another AC-to-DC device available to
early broadcast transmitter designers
was the Cooper-Hewitt rectifier (also
known as the mercury arc rectifier).
While it depended upon ionization of
mercury for its operation, any resemblance to more modern mercury
vapor rectifying tubes stopped there.
The Cooper-Hewitt device was based
on the principle that when an arc
was drawn between a conductor and
a pool of mercury in a vacuum environment, current flowed in only one
direction. The “production model”
Cooper-Hewitt rectifier came in several forms, but all were built around
a reservoir containing several pounds
of liquid mercury, and having at least
two electrode-containing “sidearms”
attached. To start the rectification
process, smaller models were energized and then rocked side-to-side
until the sloshing mercury made contact with a separate “ignitor” electrode, thus initiating an arc.
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Kenotron diodes—originally designed by GE for powering X-ray tubes and
electrostatic precipitators—were pressed into service to provide DC for some early
transmitters. This 1920s photo shows the installation of multiple Kenotrons at
Chicago’s WENR. Note the railing that separates operators and visitors from the
high-voltage circuitry. The extended venetian blind cord provides evidence that
this steel version of a “velvet rope” didn’t provide that much of a barrier. Note also
the water-cooling coils on the Kenotrons.

Physically larger units incorporated
an ignitor electrode assembly that
could be moved outside of the containment vessel by an electromagnet,
thus allowing the initial arc to be
drawn remotely. Once the mercury
surface was “arced” and ionization
began, the tube could be left alone,
with the electrodes in the sidearms
serving as rectifier tube plates and
the mercury pool as the cathode, thus
providing full-wave rectification.
(Larger tubes with multiple sidearms
were built for polyphase AC rectification applications.)

While the Cooper-Hewitt rectifier
was a step forward in obtaining DC for
transmitter plate supplies, it too was far
from perfect, requiring frequent operator attention (the writer once viewed an
early broadcast transmitter with such a
rectifier—a small “steering wheel” was
provided for the technician to rock the
glass vessel as part of the sign-on procedure.) Another problem (though not
considered that great 80 or so years
ago, was the volume of mercury in the
rectifier. The rectifier vessel was usually glass, and the sidearm electrodes
were the weakest part. If mercury arc
rectifiers were mishandled, it was easy
to snap off a sidearm and release several pounds of mercury onto the building
floor. (The rectifiers could also explode
on their own, creating an equally nasty
problem.) The “sizzle” of the arc also
necessitated some careful design work
in the power supply filter area.)

Mercury Vapor Tubes;
Better, But Not Perfect

Cooper-Hewitt mercury arc rectifiers
were used to provide high voltage
DC power in some transmitters. In
some cases, the operator had to
manually rock the rectifier to start
the arc. The tube shown is fairly
small by mercury arc standards, being
rated for 120 volt service (at 30 amps);
however it contains in excess of
15 pounds of mercury.
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The Cooper-Hewitt mercury arc rectifier eventually morphed into the hot
cathode mercur y vapor rectifier,
which ultimately eliminated the high
voltage motor-generator sets needed
for plate voltages. However, these
tubes still needed special handling
and were far from foolproof. More
t han one young radio engi neer
learned the hard way that they had to
be “conditioned” before being placed
into service. This meant operating
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them for some time with only filament voltage applied. This heated up
and vaporized any liquid mercury that
might have lodged between internal
tube supports or elements during
shipping or storage. If “un-conditioned” tubes were hit with plate voltage, the accumulated mercury could
cause a heavy short circuit with predictable results. Even when well-treated, mercury vapor tubes could still
misbehave. Occasionally, and for no
apparent reason, they could “arc
back” (short circuit) while in operation. The behemoth WLW transmitter
used six giant mercury vapor bottles,
and when one of them fired back,
operators reported that the building
shook. The utility company supplying
33 KV AC to the building was also
immediately aware of the situation.

Solid-State Technology
From 80 Years Ago
Solid-state technology eventually put an
end to rotating machinery and mercuryfilled devices for providing transmitter
DC voltages. This came about in the
late 1950s and early 1960s, and was
driven by the advent of the transistor.
However, it’s not quite true to state that
there were no solid-state rectifying
devices used prior to the 50s or 60s.
The copper oxide rectifier was one of
these, having been invented in the late
20s and commercialized by several
companies. However, as it was basically
a low-voltage, high-current device, the
majority of Cu2O rectifiers saw service
in lead-acid battery chargers and meter
rectifiers. There was one documented
use of this technology in transmitters
for providing DC plate potentials in the
1940s. Westinghouse grafted RCA’s Rectox copper oxide rectifiers (more at
home in other applications) into its 5,
10 and 50 kW models, but only for
tubes requiring 3 kV or less. Main plate
voltage sources were supplied by more
conventional technologies. 7 And
according to most reports, even in these
lower voltage applications, the rectifiers
weren’t that reliable. (The author was
unable to locate any record of selenium
rectifiers being used in high-voltage
radio transmitter applications.)
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Mercury vapor rectifiers replaced
motor-generators in providing
transmitter high voltage DC. Shown
here is part of a three –phase power
supply used with a short wave
transmitter installed in 1938 near
Munich Germany. OSHA would
probably not have approved.

Silicon Stacks
to the Rescue
It wasn’t until the advent of reliable
high-voltage high-current silicon rectifiers that mercury vapor tubes finally
began to be phased out of broadcast
transmitter designs. At least one company (Wilkinson) made high-voltage
silicon stack devices to directly re place the mercury-bearing rectifiers.
While they cut electric bills and
transmitter room heat, made life simpler—and in some cases, safer—silicon rectifiers also eliminated an unintended transmitter power supply
feature, a modulation indicator of
sorts. As one transmitter engineer reflected on that loss:
“There was always something
very comforting and reassuring about
watching the brightness of the mercury
vapor rectifier’s glow change in step
with the modulation.”

Biography
James O’Neal is technology editor for
TV Technology and a frequent Radio
World contributor. For more radio history, click on Roots of Radio under Columns at radioworld.com. James is also
a regular contributor to other publications including the BTS Newsletter.
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Silicon rectifier stacks such as these
made by Wilkinson began to displace
the beloved mercury vapor tube in the
1960s. They weren’t nearly as
entertaining to watch. These two units
replaced the 866 and 575 MV tubes
used in many transmitters.

“This story appeared in Radio World,
November 18, 2009, and is used with
permission. For information including
more radio history articles, visit www.
radioworld.com”
Comments are invited. Send them
to BTS Newsletter Editor, Bill Meintel at
william.meintel@mswdtv.com
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An Error in Diffraction Calculation in the ITM?
By Sid Shumate

In testing my new Longley-Rice improved algorithm, the
ITWOM, and comparing it to the results obtained using the
old Longley-Rice algorithm, the ITM, against the FCC’s set of
more than 600 measurements used to test and calibrate the
FCC’s ILLR algorithm, I discovered a new error in the ITM,
having to do with the computation of diffraction losses.
Curiously, against the FCC’s actual ILLR measurement test
results, the errant version of the ITM provides a result generally closer to the test results that the corrected version. Which
may help to explain why the NTIA has left the error in place.
This error probably does not apply to the TIREM. Alion,
the company which maintains the TIREM algorithms, notes
on it’s website specifications for TIREM, that TIREM derives
from the 1967 version of the NTIA’s original irregular terrain computer model. This early model is found in “ESSA
Technical Report ERL 79-ITS 67, Prediction of Tropospheric
Radio Transmission Loss Over Irregular Terrain, A Computer
Method-1968” by A.G. Longley and P. L. Rice, which I refer
to as “ITS-67” and to its model as the “ITS-67 model”. Both
the ITM and TIREM are derived from this model.
In this original model, the diffraction attenuation is computed by combining estimates of Fresnel-Kirchoff theorybased knife-edge diffraction, with additional rounding-edge
losses, based on work done by L. E. Vogler at NTIA in the
1960’s. For this discussion, we need to look only at the knifeedge diffraction computations.
The ITS-67 model follows the four-radii methodology
found in Tech Note 101, Section 8.2. In the ITS-67 model, as
documented in section 3–2 of Annex 3 of ITS-67, the ITS-67
model computes the diffraction attenuation for both a single
or two obstructions as if they were two obstructions. For
the two obstructions, four Fresnel-Kirchoff calculations are
made, two slightly different calculations for each obstruction.
In the ITS-67, Annex 3, we find:
v1,3 51.2915*u 3* 1 fMHz *dl 30 4 * 1ds 2 / 1d2dl 31422 1/2
[ITS-67 3.26a-d]

sense, in that for a single obstruction, the averaging system
tends to effectively level off the top of a single obstruction,
effectively creating two obstructions to calculate, where a
single obstruction exists. The averaging system treats two
actual obstructions as two obstructions.
This algorithm is modified, however, for the ITM model
released in 1982 and later. In the ITM, the calculations are
modified to more closely match the Epstein-Peterson methodology, and as a result only two knife-edge calculations are
made, one for each obstruction. The ITM considers the path
from the transmitter to the receiver obstacle peak as one
knife-edge diffraction path, then considers the path from
the transmitter obstacle peak to the receiver as the second
knife-edge diffraction path, and then sums the results of
the two calculations. But the constant used in the formula,
which should have changed to accommodate a single calculation per obstruction peak, was left at the equivalent of
the original value used for two calculations per obstruction
peak. Because the ITM calculates the v variable value as v2,
the square of the value of v, identified in the c11 code as
v2, and uses different units than the old documentation and
ITS-67 model, the constant equivalent to 1.2915 in the ITS67 documentation, is 0.0795775 in the ITM.
To derive the correct constant, we start with:
v 5 62* 1 Dr/l 2 1/2

[TN101 7.1a]

Where Dr and l are in kilometers.
Using the approximation stated on page 7–1 of TN 101 of:
Dr 5 u 2 * d1* d2/2d
Then: v 5 62* 1 Dr/l 2 1/2 5 62* 11 u 2*d1*d2/2d 2 *1/l 2 1/2
The wavelength, λ, in meters, is equal to speed of light
in free space, C, or 2.799792e10 meters/sec, divided by the
frequency, f in hertz, or fHz:
l 5 C/fHz 5 2.799792e10/fHz

This is the classic Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction calculation, but with a constant value of 1.2915 instead of 2.583.
1.2915 is half of 2.583. In ITS-67 section 3-2, the loss for
each obstacle is calculated in two sections, creating a total
of four loss values, two for each obstacle, that are added
together to get the total knife-edge diffraction attenuation
over the two obstacles. Since each obstacle is calculated
twice, the average of the two values for each obstacle is obtained by dividing each calculation by 2. So 1.2915 replaces
2.583 in [ITS-67 3.26a-d], and each of the four calculations
provides half of the diffraction attenuation value for one of
the two obstacles.
This is intended for a two-obstacle calculation. For a single
obstruction calculation in the ITM, this also actually makes
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The inverse of λ is: 5 fHz /2.799792e10 5 fMHz/2.799792e2,
5 fMHz/279.9792 in meters.
Or: 1/l 5 fHz/C 5 fMHz/.2799792, in units of 1/kilometer,
which can be approximated as:
1/l 5 fMHz/.3 in units of 1/km.
Note that in the original Tech Note One calculations,
Longley and Rice often used a approximation of 300,000
km/sec for C, and slide rules that were only accurate to
three digits at best. To refer to the original Longley-Rice
values, some rounding has been done, so if you are
attempting to duplicate these calculations on a modern
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calculator or spreadsheet, for this article the accuracy is
only to three digits or less.
In terms of frequency in MHz and distances d1, d2 and d
in kilometers, v can be approximated as:
v 5 62* 11 u 2 * d1*d2/2d 2 *1/l 2 1/2
v 5 62* 11 u 2*d1*d2/2d 2 1 f/0.3 22 1/2
v 5 62.583*u* 1 f *d1*d2/d 2 1/2

[TN101 7.1b]

Note that the 1/ 1 2*0.3 2 has been removed from the denominator inside the square root term brackets and included
in the 2.583 constant, as 2.583 5 2* 1 1/ 1 2*0.3 22 1/2.
Converting to the use of wn, where frequency in MHz =
wn*47.7, it is restated as:
v 5 62.583*u* 1 47.7*wn*d1*d2/d 2 1/2
And converting from the use of distances in kilometers, to
distances in meters as used in the ITM:
v 5 62.583*u* 1 47.7*wn*d1*d2 *1000*1000/1000*d 2 1/2
v 5 62.583* 1 47.7/1000 2 1/2*u* 1 wn*d1*d2/d 2 1/2
v 5 62.583* 1 47.7/1000 2 1/2*u* 1 wn*d1*d2/d 2 1/2
v 5 6.564136*u* 1 wn*d1*d2/d 2 1/2
The square of v, represented by q as should be used in
the ITM, is then:
q 5 v2 5 6.3182491*q 2*wn*d1*d2/d
Note that for calculating diffraction loss, the polarity of
v theoretically has to be maintained, as v can be negative
when the diffraction point is near and above the top of the
obstacle. The ITM only calculates v when the diffraction
point is in the shadow of the obstacle, beyond and below the
top of the obstacle, where v is always positive. The use of
v2, the square of v, by the ITM guarantees that the value of
v will be positive where it is later converted to a logarithm,
avoiding a computational error. So for the ITM, we can say:
q 5 v2 5 .3182491*q 2*wn*d1*d2/d
But in the ITM, we find 0.0795775 instead of 0.3182491.
The value 0.0795775 is one-fourth of 0.3182491, but since v is
squared, it would have only an effect of the square root of 4,
or a factor of 2, reducing the correct value of v by one-half.
Once v2, which represents the path difference between
the direct and diffracted path, is determined, the loss well
into the shadow area after and below the peak of an obstacle, is calculated. In Tech Note 101, the formula is: A(v,0) =
12.953 + 20*log(v). [7.2]. The ITM uses v2, so the formula
becomes: Adiff = 12.953 + 10*log(v2). As a result, it would
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appear that ITM computations do not provide full value for
knife-edge attenuation, by a factor of log10 (2), or 0.3 of the
correct value added to 12.953.
However, when comparing the results of the uncorrected ITM to the actual measurements taken for the FCC ILLR
test bed, it can be seen that the diffraction attenuation values alone (not adding in the rounding values) are generally
slightly high compared to field results; when comparing the
results of the use of the corrected value above in the ITM,
we find even higher values. How can this be, when section
7.5 of Tech Note 101 describes the original test calibration of
the correct, Tech Note 101 methodology to diffraction results
obtained over Pike’s Peak, between transmitter at Beulah,
and the NTIA receive site at Table Mesa?
Note that Pike’s Peak is a bare-top mountain. The top of
Pike’s Peak is well above the tree line. So the Tech Note 101
methodology is effectively calibrated to the high knife-edge
attenuation of the Rocky Mountains. By comparison, the FCC
ILLR tests were all taken east of the Mississippi, over eastern
mountain ranges and hilltops that are all below the tree line,
and almost always are foliage-covered over the peak. In version
3, the current release version of the ITM, recent adjustments
made to the ITWOM model take into consideration these facts
by allowing two calibration constants for knife-edge diffraction in the most recently released source code for the ITWOM;
one for mountaintop diffraction points above the average U.
S. tree line altitude, and one for the lesser attenuation found
over mountaintop and hilltop obstructions below the tree line.
The ITM appears to attempt to roughly compensate for this by
leaving in the technically incorrect constant value.
While the ITWOM version 3 produces better results that
the ITM for the diffraction area, more improvement was expected. Further research has discovered that the KirchoffFresnel (K-F) diffraction calculation approximation utilized
by both Longley-Rice and the ITU-R P.526.6 is, in fact a very
old and very poor approximation when it comes to the shadow area beyond an obstruction, the primary area of interest
for diffraction for radio transmission and radio propagation
prediction. Its use of an impossible direct path through the
obstacle to calculate the diffraction is clearly a non-physical
methodology. I have submitted an abstract to the IEEE-BTS
Symposium committee to reveal a relatively simple, physically real model that will provide a far more correct answer
for diffraction loss in the shadow area, at the 2011 Fall IEEEBTS Symposium. This will be the basis for diffraction calculations for a new version of the ITWOM, version 4.
I had intended to wrap up this series with this installment,
but as I write this, the FCC is considering my new ITWOM
model as a possible alternative to the current Longley-Rice
1.2.2 algorithm. This is occurring under a Report and Order
and Notice of Further Rulemaking (proceeding 10-152). I will
leave the overview of what has been done to take the corrected ITM to a terrain-specific true point-to-point prediction
system, to be a later, last installment.
© 2011, Sid Shumate and Givens & Bell. For permission to
reprint, contact the author, Sid Shumate, at sid@givensbell.com.
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AdCom Nominations Are Being Accepted
William T. Hayes
Chair, BTS Nominations & Appointments Committee

The IEEE Broadcast Technology Society is seeking nominees for the Administrative
Committee (AdCom) election this Fall. Any member of the BTS in good standing is eligible for election to the AdCom. Elected officers will begin their three-year term on
Jan. 1, 2012.
The AdCom is the governing body of the Society, which administers all of the Society’s affairs. There are 15 at-large members, elected by ballot of the full BTS membership. Five of the
seats are open to election each year. The AdCom meets at least two, but no more than four,
times a year. AdCom members are expected to attend at least one out of four consecutive meetings to remain in good standing.
Serving on the AdCom is a great opportunity to become more involved in the Society
and the industry. If you feel you or a BTS member you know would help us to progress
and to serve our members better, please submit a nomination. We encourage our young
members and those working in new media technologies to become more involved in the
Society.
To submit a nomination for yourself or on behalf of someone else, or to get more
information, please contact me by e-mail at hayes@iptv.org. All nominations should be
accompanied by a brief biographical sketch that includes current and past responsibilities; memberships and offices held; education, certifications, and other credentials;
and publications, patents, and other achievements we should consider. Nominees must
confirm their willingness to stand for election. We must receive your nominations by
Aug. 15, 2011.
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